USTRANSCOM Personal Property Advisory #23-0026

Date: 12 Jan 2023

From: USTRANSCOM Defense Personal Property Management Office (DPMO), TCJ9, Scott AFB, IL 62225

To: All Military Service Headquarters Representatives, Worldwide Personal Property Shipping Offices (PPSOs), and Personal Property Processing Offices (PPPOs)

Subject: Global Household Goods Contract (GHC) Foundational Training (“GHC 101”) Going Offline for Update


2. GHC 101, providing a foundational introduction to the GHC, has been available as an online course since late Dec 2021. Recent changes require a significant revision to GHC 101 to ensure the material remains accurate. Changes include:
   - The Contracting Officer Representative (COR) function was split into two parts, CORs at the DPMO and Government Surveillance Representatives (GSRs) at the PPSOs and PPPOs.
   - Nomination and designation procedures for several Government functional positions under the GHC have been changed.
   - The data warehouse has changed from IGC to Advana.
   - Multiple other processes and functions have been modified.

3. To ensure that the DPMO continues to provide relevant, accurate training material for use by the DP3 Enterprise, GHC 101 will be taken offline at 1700 CST on 18 Jan 2023 and will remain offline while the course is undergoing revision. The revised course is anticipated to be published in early Feb 2023.

4. Any questions/concerns about this announcement can be e-mailed to the DPMO Training Management Team at transcom.scott.tcj9.mbx.t-division@mail.mil.

5. This message is approved for release by the Strategic Engagements Division Chief, Defense Personal Property Management Office (TCJ9-S).